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Split DefinitionS
(Make it New)
By MAHeNDrA soLANki
collaborative development

I use the following exercise to get students to look
at familiar objects and ideas in new and sometimes
startling ways. It can also act as a good ice-breaker
because the results often create some unusual
sentences. Using strips of paper may also help to
combat some students’ initial phobias about writing
at length.

Then ask the students to fold the strip to separate
the word at the top from their sentence, and pass it
on to the person on their left, who then writes a new
sentence using the same word as the starting point.

using as a springboard
Read out and discuss the sentences and definitions.
The students could work them into a poem, either
individually or collaboratively, to create a group poem.

setting up the exercise
Before the session, cut out the strips of paper from
the accompanying sheet (print as many copies of
the sheet as you need for your students). You might
like to seat the students in groups of six, so that
each person starts with a different word. At the
top of each strip is written a single thing – e.g. a
box, a photo – and each one is different. Distribute
individual strips to the participants and ask each to
complete a sentence, using the words on the strip
as the start of the sentence.

poet’S tip
Ask them either to provide a
definition of the object or simply
to complete the sentence.

LeArNiNg oBJectiVes
y5
y6

to write MetApHors FroM origiNAL iDeAs or
FroM siMiLes
to eXperiMeNt witH LANguAge, e.g. creAtiNg
New worDs, siMiLes AND MetApHors
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a box

a photo

a tree

a river

a table

a door
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